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INDIA
and the Bomb
Dr. Raj Krishna

This i8 a significant discussion of
three major Indian alternatives
to
the Communist
Chinese
nuclear
threat, and a proposal for a limited
but independent
nuclear capability.
—Editor.

T

HE nature of the present re
gime in Red China and its in.
ternational conduct in the past few
years make it necessary for India to
try to counterbalance its power.
Like all good concepts, that of the
balance of power has been and can
be abused. Nevertheless, the concept
has a valid hard core. The unchecked
power of an expansionist nation is a

real menace to which a genuinely de
fensive counterbalance is the onIy an.
swer in the absence of an interna
tionalization of all power.
This article examines the implica
tions of the three major alternative
policies being proposed by different
sections of opinion in India and in.
dicates a fourth course that I would
prefer. The three major alternatives
discussed are: the present policy,
alignment, and the acquisition of an
independent
deterrent. The real al
ternatives available to India today dif
fer only in regard to the means to be
adopted for balancing the power of
Red China.
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The advantage of the present ncm
dtgnment policy ie simply that it
facilitates a buildup of our conven
tional force with aid from many quar.
ters. This wae not the meet important
original intention of the policy of non
alignment, but it ie now ite most im
portant advantage.
Militaryfliaadvantage
A military disadvantage
of non
alignment ie that everyone who favors
it relies on tbe fomee of some other
powers to aid India if she is threat
ened either by conventional forces in
. excese of her own defeneive capacity
or by nnclear blackmail or attack.
Nonalignment, in reality, is an in
formal, uhetated, unilateral alignment
with unnamed powere. Many natione
and many Indian rulere in history
have followed euch a policy willingly
or unwillingly, and we might do so
again. But it cannot be deecribed ae
an adequate policy for balancing the
power of China at different levels.
And a state of euch inarticulate but
real dependence on unknown powere
can never be boasted of as a state of
independence.
Regarding our effort to mobilize
world opinion against Chinese policy,
we can, perhape, get some vague and
general resolutions paseed in various
international gatherings. But it would
be folly to believe that these resolu
tion will alter tbe basic Chinese pol.
icy, which is the only thing that really
matters for our eecnrit y. Paesing resThis article
the original,

was digested from
published
in CUsRENT EVENTS (India) February
1965.
Dr. Krishna
is a Vice Presi
dent of the Inetitute
of Political
and social
Studies, Calcutta, In
dia.
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cdutions will not alter the facta of
power. Nations which subscribe to the
resolutions will maintain their basic
respect for the power of China and
try to come to terme with it in their
own eeparate ways. For in inter
national relatione, power commands
much mo-re reepect than mere virtue.
Similar reaeoning appliee to’China’s
entry into the United Nations. We
shonld not object to her entry, but
I have never been cure whether China
is as keen to enter the UN as her
sponsore assume. By remaining out,
ehe has enjoyed an enormous freedom
of action and has built up consider
able power and preetige for hereelf.
It should not be aseumed that mere
en$ry to the UN will change her be
havior; she may only uee the UN ae
one more instrument of her national
policy, as Stalin did.
Alignment With IJS

Let us consider next the alternative
of alignment with tbe United States
proposed by some people. Its propon
ent aesume that tbe United States
is prepared to enter into any commit
ment for our defense only if we indi
cate our willingness to enter into an
alliance with her. But no one eeeme
to have found out exactly what the
Americans are able and willing to do
for us in different contingencies.
The publiciy known facts indicate
a rather cheerless situation for tbe
believers in alignment. Tbe simple fact.
is that presently Americans have no
clear-cut China policy at all.
Conventional Chinese military doc
trine is that Americans should be
challenged at levele of warfare in
which the Americane are relatively
weak and nbt at Ievele
of warfare
The Chineee
where
they
are
strong.
also exploit the fact that it ie not easy
for the Americans to raise the level
75
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of warfare in Asia by their own
choice, for they are much more afraid
of escalation than are the Chinese.
The experiences of South Korea and
South Vietnam have demonstrated the
effectiveness of Chinese strategy. So
long as the Chinese concentrate on
infantry and guerrilla warfare, it is
always possible for them to get the
defenders into a long battle of attri.
tion. The alternative is a full-scale

prospect which evokes infinite horror
in the Western mind,
Nor is it easy for the United States
to respond to infantry and guerrilla
actions with massive air bombing of
the Chine&s mainland when American
territory, lives, and interests are not
directly threatened. It is difticu]t to
visualize Americans, or Europeans,
for that matter, bombing China just
for the sake of a few thousand south

,“.

,
.%rwice of J.tdti
[,tfmmation
Americans can do little more than give us hardware for fighting the mass of Chinese
infantry with our own

war with China, starting with a bombardment of bases, saiictuaries, and
supply lines. But getting into fullscale war with the Chinese has never
been and will never be an easy decision for the United States, for it involves, among other things, the commitment of masses of infantry against
the floods nf Chinese infantry—a
76

Asian lives or a few thousand kilo
meters of south Asian territory.
Extending tbe logic of the conven
tional Chinese military doctrine to the
nuclear leveI, it seems that the Chi
nese are bound to concentrate in the
near future more o~ the development
of nuclear artillery weapons than on
long-range delivery. The reason is that
MililaryReview
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: the limitations which now apply to a
US respopee to infantry action will
apply to a US response to nuclear ar
tillery action. While any intermediate
rirrge delivery of nuclear weapons
from aircraft or missiles may evoke
a corresponding US response, the use
of tactical nuclear weapons in field
warfare against a third country may
preeent the United States with the
usual dilemma:. full escalation or par
tial acquiescence in a Chinese advance.
Contingencies

The upshot of these considerations
is that the naval, air, and nuclear
power of the United Statee is by it
self no answer to subversion or guer
rl“ila warfare; no answer to an infan
try push by the Chinese; no answer
to a limited use of tactical nuclear
weapons by the Chinese artillery; no
answer to scare raids (without bomb
ing) ; and no answer to blackmail or
demoralization of tbe defenders based
on the mere threat that the Chinese
can deliver nuclear devices over short
distances. But these are precieely
the
contingencies

which

the

Chinese

are

in the near future.
They will not create contingencies in
which US power is a relevant deter
rent—namely, naval action, air action,
or nuclear action.
The implication of this reasoning
is that the faith of the alignmentists
in the US capacity to defend us in all
contingencies is dangerously superfi
cial. In fact, on the basis of the pres
ent thinking, the Americans can do
little more than give us hardware for
fighting the mass of Chinese infantry
with our own infantry, if we have the
will, and keep their ultimate strategic
powder dry. This is what they are
already doing, and no alliance is nec
essary for them to continue.
There has heen much Iooee talk in
likely

Oecemher

to

create

1965,

India about an independent deterrent.
It is loose because it is not based on
any conception of the total defense
system that we need now. The pos
session of nuclear weapons makes
sense only as a part of a total defense
system, and only if it is shown that
there Will be a real and eerious gap
in our apparatus of deterrence which
mere alignment cannot fill. If an in
dependent deterrent means total nu
clear capability, strategic as well ae
tactical, it ia absoh$ely beyond our
capacity.
But
seen,

mr
total

the

other
dependence

hand,

as
on

we
the

have
West

the USSR will be hopelessly in
efficient. It will leave dangerous gaps
in our defense against many real con
tingencies
which the Chinese are
likely to create.

and

Optimum Oefense Policy
The only real choice, therefore, is
for the West and the USSR to provide
strategic
long-range
cover—which
they alone can de-and for us to have
a tactical, short-range capability to
match a similar Chinese capability.
The North Atlantic Treaty Orga
nization powers and the USSR must
carry the burden of strategic nuclear
deterrence and strategic naval and air
deterrence. But the burden of defense
against tactical and short-range nu
clear warfare on land and in the air
must be regionalized as soon as pos
sible.
Such a division of labor in deter
rence is what we must work for and
persuade the West as well as the
USSR to accept and implement it. It
will complete the structure of defenee
in Aeia without placing an excessive
burden on them or on us, and without
linking total escalation with every
limited engagement.
What is required is not full align17
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tion
for
of

with
of

anybody,

a series

getting
specified

but

of

limited

short-run
kinds

from

the

negotia

agreements
cover

and

aid

the USSR and

the West.
In the field of conventional arma
ments, we are already making such
agreements. But now it is necessary
that these agreements include techni
cal help to enable us to acquire some
independent
nuclear capability
to
match Chinese tactical nuclear weap
ons and to have a small stockpile and
an aircraft delivery system.
Such limited capability will estab
lish a regkmal diplomatic and tacti.
cal balance. It will protect us against
blackmail, and give us a genuine right
to be a participant in all the delibera
tions of the nuclear powers affecting
our security.
Those who say that we should not
try to have any nuclear capability
seem to be asking not only for stra
tegic abstention but also for tactical
abstention; not only for short-run de
pendence on the West but also for
long-run dependence. I am, on the
other hand, euggesting’that, while we
may practice nuclear strategic absten
tion even in the long run, we need
not practice tactical abstention.
It is necessary to emphasize the
time factor in this connection. The
acquisition of even a tactical nuclear
capability is bound to take at least
three to five years. Therefore, those
who refuse to launch any program to
develop a nuclear military capacity
are, in fact, denying even limited nu

18

clear independence to India, even in
the long run. Conversely, if we want
a certain military capacity in five
years, now ii the time tn make firm
decisions and allocate resources for
building it. ‘The need for advance
planning is much more imperative in
tbe military field than in the economic
field.
Thanks to the facilities already
created for the peaceful use of nu
clear energy in India, for which fina
ncial resources have already been allo
cated, we will soon have enough
plutonium to prnduce at least 50 plu
tonium bombe a year. But for the
kind of limited capability we need, we
should also have a gaseous diffusion
plant to produce more uranium; we
must redesign and acquire suitable
bombers; and we must acquire some
technical knowledge of missile sYs
tems.
Foreign objections to a limited nu
clear program can be overcome if we
have the will to make and execute our
odm policy. The situation has been
changed by the nuclear tests at LoPNor, and all agreements restricting us
can be renegotiated. No objections or
agreements
are absolutely final in
diplomacy.
Like other nations we must work
for disarmament in the long run, but,
until it comes, the responsibility to
defend ourselves is strictly ours, and
we must measure up to it.
History has excused our rulers for
neglecting this responsibility once. It
may not do so again.
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The views expressed
in this ar
ticle are’ the author’s and are not
~necessarilg those of the Department
of the Arm~, Department
of De
fense, or the U. S. Army Command
and General Staff College.—Editor.
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CROSS the pages of history,
the governments of all major
nations have grappled with the “guns
versus butter” controversy: How much
should be expended for armaments
and how much for the welfare of their
citizens ? That this question is para
mount today should be no surprise to
historian.
That the anewer is vital
to our future history as a world power
doee need some examination and sub
sequent action.
Those in military
uniform
are

BUTTER

National power can be stated as the
ability of a state to influence and con
trol actions of other states” and to
achieve
national
objectives.
Such
power is acquired through effective
development and use of thoee resources
which a nation has or can obtain. It
is tbe eum of a number of inter
related and interdependent
factors
that continually change in relation to
one another. Although the designa
tion of these factors may vary, the
economic factor in one form or another
is always included.
Today, the United States is the dom
inant economic power in the world.
But this is not to say that future
problems do not exist. For example,
we are most concerned with short
ages in strategic materials, an un-

for the GUNS

Lieutenant Colonel Patrick W. Powers, United States Armu

keenly

aware

of

the

essential

nature

of armaments
to our national posture,
but the role of the economy is not so
well known or appreciated. Economic
growth
political,

and

stability’
technological,

are

necessary
and

to
social

well as to military
as
strength. Fundamentally,
any major
power must be able to produce an
ample food supply, provide raw mate
rials for industry, manufacture items
required for civil and military pur
poses, and provide surpluses for in
ternational trade. While economic con
siderations are essential to national
power, it sbordd be emphasized that
they comprise only one of several fac
tors of national power.
progress
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favorable balance of payments posi
tion, barriers to international trade,
and the need for coordinated economic
planning at the national level.
We are ‘also concerned with the
changing power relationships among
the world’s nations. Mass communi
cations and social upheavals—both in
duced by the technological age-will
give the political process a new orien
tation and enhance the role of political
ideas. Ideology will continue to be a
significant factor in international re
lations.

The character
of these political
ideas, their purposes and their images,
will affect relations between states and
becom”e the basis for either conflict
, 79

